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Hello everyone! I hope you are keeping

safe during these challenging times. My

name is Anna Kokla, I am from Greece

and I am second year law student at the

LSE. It is my pleasure and honour to be

serving as the head chair of the Human

Rights Council. This will be my seventh

year overall participating in MUN 

Hi - my name’s Imogen! I’m currently in

my first year, studying BSc Politics and

International Relations. In my free time, I

love cooking and playing piano, and just

joined the UCL rugby society. You can

probably find me walking around London

looking lost, although I’m generally

inside reading and pretending to study. 

G E T  T O  K N O W  Y O U R  C H A I R S !

conferences, and my sixth time as a chair, however my first time  in a

conference in London! During my MUN career, I have managed to

serve as a chair in The Hague International Model United Nations

conference, and as the Secretary General in my high school’s

conference.In my spare time, I enjoy literature and traveling, as well

as playing (and watching) tennis! I look forward to meeting you all in

February! I am sure that YouthMUN will be a wonderful conference

offering many opportunities to every participant.

I’ve participated in many conferences in my four years of MUN

experience, and have taken much interest in online MUN during the

pandemic as well. Included in the conferences I’ve been to is

YouthMUN, as the US in Year 12 and Kuwait at the last conference. I

can’t wait to come to YouthMUN for a third year, just in a different

role! I look forward to seeing you all working - hopefully together -

to come up with innovative solutions to the problems you’ll face. See

you in February, and good luck with your preparation!

Evaluating the access to human rights during

the COVID era, especially the right to

education and movement

Theme:



By keeping it diplomatic,
you're more likely to be able
to work cohesively with
other delegates in your bloc
and create a strong
resolution. 

STAY C IV IL

It may be helpful to
consider, or even
critique existing real-
world solutions for
your committee topic.
Have existing solutions
failed? How would you
improve them? 

SOLUT IONS ?  

Whether this is your 1st
conference or your 10th,
sounding confident will
make a huge difference in
your delivery. 

FAKE IT  ' T IL  YOU

MAKE IT

Is your topic controversial?
Who's your friend and
who's not? Make sure you
know what delegations
have the same stance as
you! 

FR IEND OR FOE ?  

Make sure you've done
your research and know
what you're talking about!

COME PREPARED !

Use statistics and quotes
to help your arguments! By
utilizing statistics of the
real world, you are
reinforcing your argument
and showing that you know
what you're talking about. 

FACTS AND F IGURES

Pay attention to what other
delegates are saying -
finding flaws in their
arguments shows that
you're paying attention! 

TAKE NOTES

Make sure you stay
hydrated and take breaks
from your screen. 

TAKE BREAKS 

M O D E L  U N I T E D

N A T I O N S

T O P  T I P S


